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Virgil's Special Edition Bavarian Nutmeg
Root Beer
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Soda by Variety
All Natural (21)
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This is it... this is the current Holy Grail of Root Beer for me. This is...
Virgil's Special Edition Bavarian Nutmeg Root Beer. This cost me
$4.25 a bottle online to buy... but it had to be done.

Company Review (1)

The flavor does not disappoint. It's got the greatness of Virgil's Root
Beer, with a kick of nutmeg in it. You know how some things say "Now
with *ingredient*" but you can't taste it? You can most definitely taste
the nutmeg in this.
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Another high point is the fact that the water used in this is from a well
in Bavaria, considered one of the most pure sources of water in the
world... that's freaking cool in my opinion. Put all of this together in the
best bottle I've ever seen anything in, and you have a winning
combination.
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I'm going to have to agree with Mike on this one though.
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Verdict: Buy stock in the company!
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I’ve never officially reviewed Virgil’s Root Beer, pretty much because
one of us would take care of one beverage at a time, however, being
that it’s a new year of The Soda Jerks, this will be our first beverage
that we both review.
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First of all the bottle. I mean, look at it. This is obviously the real deal
here. Can you believe I’m going to give points to a drink for being “fun
to open?”
Secondly, the water. This soda is made with water from a well in
Bavaria. Wow. I mean, really? Talk about fancy.
Whatever is in the water it’s got a very crisp taste, just like the
original. I’d say the key difference between this and the original is the
nutmeg. It kind of brings out the vanilla flavor most of all.
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The other difference is the price. It’s about $5 a bottle. A bottle. As
noted we’re moving on to store brand and discount sodas.
I’m scoring this the same as the original because the price balances out
the slight advantages it has over the original.
Verdict: Buy stock in the company!
-Mike
The Soda Jerks |
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